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Welcome to Sierra Expeditionary Learning School (SELS)
31 August 2011

Dear Student and Parent/Guardian,

On behalf of all staff here at SELS, we extend our sincerest welcome as we all begin this journey 
together for the 2011-12 school year.  After an incredible first year, we are very excited to greet 
returning and welcome new students and families.  We will again strive to create the best 
possible learning environment for the community’s children.  

We believe our focus on the Expeditionary Learning model provides a new and engaging 
curriculum to teaching and learning in the Tahoe-Truckee region.  Using active pedagogies, 
character education, and service in the education process, we connect the state standards with the 
issues relevant to our community.

During this incredibly exciting time, we all need to work together for our children to create a 
learning community that includes school, families, the Truckee community, and the extended 
communities, including the natural world.  We hope you will feel compelled to actively join our 
teaching and learning process.  SELS’ success depends on community involvement; students 
better understand the value of education when parents and community members are participating 
in their learning.  We believe this collaborative process builds stronger relationships and 
community bonds, extending the teaching and learning beyond academics as we build a 
collective culture of shared values: Strength, Integrity, Empathy, Respect, Responsibility, and 
Adventure (our acronym SIERRA, explained in more detail in the handbook).

We look forward to a wonderful and productive year.  If you have any need to talk to us, or have 
any questions about SELS, please do not hesitate to call (448-8115 or 414-5326) or stop by my 
office (M-3).  I will like to have personally met all of you by the end of September, and to 
facilitate this process, we will have Friday morning “coffee house” from 8:45 am until the start 
of our community meeting at 9:15; please visit when you can and stay for the community 
meeting.  We all appreciate your willingness to share in this collective adventure, to take a risk 
into the unknown in the search for your child’s most effective and satisfying learning 
environment.  We will strive to attain that goal.

With great respect,

David Manahan, Director

Teachers: Elizabeth Bell, Julie Brisbin, Maya Holguin, Reenie McMains, and Diane Welch
 
Support Staff: Adam Krusi-Thom, Dana Seaborg, and Denise Strecker
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SCHOOL BACKGROUND AND PHILOSOPHY
Profile / History
Sierra Expeditionary Learning School (SELS) is a public charter school in the Tahoe Truckee Unified School 
District. Originating from the vision of fourteen founding families, SELS was granted its charter in March, 
2010.  SELS believes in educating the whole child, attending to not only academics but also character, physical 
and emotional well-being, and service to the community.  We believe our multi-age, looping model will help 
build stronger relationships between students and teachers, and lead towards a safer, more vibrant school 
environment so critical to the teaching and learning process.

A governing Board of Directors is the legal entity responsible for all school operations. Public meetings are held 
monthly and times/dates will be posted in advance.  SELS staff are responsible for daily school functions while 
parents, community members, and staff serve on committees which report to the Board of Directors regarding 
various policy considerations.

Mission Statement
The mission of Sierra Expeditionary Learning School is to inspire a diverse group of learners to achieve 
academic excellence while developing a strong sense of character and community. Our goal is to preserve each 
child's natural curiosity and love of learning.  

We believe:  

• Interdisciplinary learning expeditions, developed from state standards, promote learning through 
authentic experiences that encourage critical thinking and social responsibility. 

• Small multi-grade classes cultivate a safe environment for individual learning and self- 
discovery. 

• High expectations for character and behavior create a school culture exemplified by physical and 
emotional safety, accountability, compassion, integrity, and respect. 

• Shared school traditions and celebrations support reflection, personal growth and a sense of 
belonging within the school community. 

• Multiple means of assessment, including portfolios and student-led conferences, along with 
academic and character reports, hold students, teachers, and staff accountable for the highest 
quality of work. 

• Multicultural studies and a foreign language component instill tolerance and broad worldviews 
while fostering an appreciation for local and global diversity. 

• A diverse school population reflective of our community promotes intercultural understanding 
and respect for individual differences and similarities. 

• Physical fitness, outdoor activities, and visual and performing arts are an integral part of 
students’ daily lives. 

An Education for the 21st Century
We recognize that the world is rapidly changing. The 21st century will require us to think differently and not just 
adapt, but also transform. As we increase our understanding of human intelligence and behavior, we know more 
about how we can learn effectively, and the value of learning throughout life.  It is the goal of Sierra 
Expeditionary Learning School to awaken a love of learning in young people, and to give them the ability and 
desire to carry on learning throughout life.  We recognize that an educated person in the 21st century needs to be 
literate, competent in the core academic disciplines as outlined in the California State Standards, and a reflective 
lifelong learner.  An educated person needs to have a strong sense of self and realization of his or her own gifts 
and talents and possess the following abilities: 

• Creativity – think creatively, work creatively with others and implement innovations 
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• Critical Thinking – reason effectively, use systems thinking, analyze and solve problems 
• Communication – communicate clearly and collaborate with others 
• Adaptability – adapt to change and be flexible 
• Initiative – manage goals and time, work independently, and be self-directed learners 
• Accountability – prioritize, set and meet goals, and achieve results 
• Leadership – guide, lead others, and be responsible to others 
• Information – accessing and applying information technology effectively   

At Sierra Expeditionary Learning School, we are committed to ensuring all of our students acquire these 
abilities so they are able to thrive in a changing world and be a contributor to the community.  We place a 
strong emphasis on the relationship between the school and the home, recognizing the critical role of families in 
fostering children's education. We see ourselves as allies of the family, mentoring and supporting parent's 
efforts to guide the intellectual and emotional development of their children.  When afforded respect, fairness, 
kindness, discipline, and appropriate instruction, we believe every child is capable of achieving his or her 
potential to the fullest. 

Educational Philosophy and Practices
We believe learning best occurs in a safe yet stimulating environment, where challenge and support help 
children discover their abilities, values, and passions. Our learning program is built on the belief that given 
appropriately nourishing experiences, all children can learn, but not in the same way, nor equally well from the 
same sources. We believe that all learners possess an innate and unique creativity that can be developed given 
the appropriate environment. It allows for the joy of knowledge and self-expression and the thrill of exploration. 
It is flexible to accommodate the individuality of learners and to evolve as our community and the world around 
us evolves.  

We believe that a sustained love of discovery is the foundation of lifelong learning. The creativity and 
enthusiasm for discovery that is natural in young children is nurtured and expanded throughout the educational 
experience. Real learning takes place when active participants make personal connections to the skills and 
knowledge available to them.  Motivation is the key to building this connected learning. The root of motivation 
is linking new skills and knowledge with personal interests and needs. Students will be challenged, taught as 
individuals, learn about historical and contemporary world problems in a safe, kind environment, and will 
develop the tools necessary to shape and improve the world of tomorrow. 

As an Expeditionary Learning School, we are committed to the following ten design principles:  

1. The  Primacy  of  Self-Learning—Learning  happens  best  through  challenges  and  requisite  support. 
Students discover their abilities, values, passions, and responsibilities in situations that offer adventure 
and  the  unexpected.  In  Expeditionary  Learning  schools,  students  undertake  tasks  that  require 
perseverance,  fitness,  craftsmanship,  imagination,  self-discipline,  and  significant  achievement.  A 
teacher's primary task is to help students overcome their fears and discover they can achieve their goals. 

2. The Having of Wonderful Ideas—Teaching in Expeditionary Learning schools fosters curiosity about 
the world by creating learning situations that provide important ideas to consider, time to experiment, 
and time to make sense of what is observed. 

3. The Responsibility  for  Learning—Learning  is  both  a  personal  process  of  discovery  and  a  social 
activity.  Everyone learns both individually and as part of a group. Every aspect of an Expeditionary 
Learning school encourages both children and adults to become increasingly responsible for directing 
their own personal and collective learning. 
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4. Empathy and Caring—Learning is fostered best in communities where students' and teachers' ideas are 
respected and where there is mutual trust. Learning groups are small in Expeditionary Learning schools, 
with a caring adult looking after the progress and acting as an advocate for each child. Older students 
mentor younger ones, and students feel physically and emotionally safe. 

5. Success and Failure—All students need to be successful if they are to build the confidence and capacity 
to take risks and meet increasingly difficult challenges. But it is also important for students to learn from 
their failures, to persevere when things are hard, and to learn to turn obstacles into opportunities. 

6. Collaboration and Competition—Individual development and group development  are integrated so 
that the value of friendship, trust, and group action is clear. Students are encouraged to compete not 
against each other, but with their own personal best and with rigorous standards of excellence. 

7. Diversity and Inclusion—Both diversity and inclusion increase the richness of ideas, creative power, 
problem-solving ability, and respect for others. In Expeditionary Learning schools, students investigate 
and value their different histories and talents as well as those of other communities and cultures. Schools 
and learning groups are heterogeneous. 

8. The Natural World—A direct and respectful relationship with the natural world refreshes the human 
spirit and teaches the important ideas of recurring cycles and cause and effect. Students learn to become 
stewards of the earth and of future generations. 

9. Solitude and Reflection—Students and teachers need time alone to explore their own thoughts, make 
their own connections, and create their own ideas. They also need time to exchange their reflections with 
other students and with adults. 

10. Service and Compassion—We are crew, not passengers. Students and teachers are strengthened by acts 
of consequential  service to  others.  One primary function of an Expeditionary Learning school is  to 
prepare students with the attitudes and skills to learn from and be of service. 

Curriculum and Instructional Design
Sierra Expeditionary Learning School offers a hands-on Expeditionary Learning curriculum that adheres to 
district and state standards. The goals of Expeditionary Learning are to foster academic achievement and 
character growth while instilling a love of learning and a sense of community.  Expeditionary Learning has been 
recognized nationally as an innovative, research-based, school improvement model and has been credited with 
producing high performing public charter schools, promoting high achievement through active learning, 
character growth, and teamwork.

The Expeditionary Learning model emphasizes Five Core Practices within its schools; these core practices help 
frame how we implement the ten design principles: 

1. Curriculum: Academically rigorous learning expeditions, case studies, projects, fieldwork, and service 
learning inspire students to think and work as professionals do, contributing high quality work to 
authentic audiences beyond the classroom.

2. Instruction: In Expeditionary Learning schools, teachers use active pedagogy to  help students become 
engaged and collaborative learners: to make connections, to find patterns, to see events from different 
perspectives, to experiment, to go beyond the information given, and to develop empathy and 
compassion for events, people, and subjects.
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3. School Culture and Character: Expeditionary Learning builds shared beliefs, traditions, and rituals in 
order to create a school culture which is characterized by a climate of physical and emotional safety, a 
sense of adventure, an ethic of service and responsibility, and a commitment to high quality work.

4. Assessment: Staff members engage in ongoing data inquiry and analysis, examining everything from 
patterns in student work to results from state testing.  Students continually assess and improve the 
quality of their work through the use of models, reflection, critique, rubrics, and work with experts. 
Standards-based learning targets drive achievement.

5. Leadership: Expeditionary Learning schools build professional communities that focus on student 
achievement and continuous improvement.  Leaders celebrate joy in learning and build a school-wide 
culture of trust and collaboration.  

  
Instructional Process
Active pedagogy is at the core of the instructional methods used at Sierra Expeditionary Learning School. 
Students will be engaged in their learning by using teaching protocols that promote critical thinking, reflection, 
and participation. Keeping ALL learners involved, raising their confidence, and maintaining high expectations 
will lead to a rigorous classroom with a culture of quality. 

Much of the learning at Sierra Expeditionary Learning School will be framed around Learning Expeditions, 
which are in-depth, multi-disciplinary investigations of a rich, compelling topic focused by a Guiding 
Question(s). To help direct the teaching and learning these expeditions are built using California State Standards 
as the foundation and long-term learning targets as the defined objectives. The expeditions are broken down 
into case studies and projects, and ultimately into daily lesson plans. All steps of the learning process are 
designed to synchronize with the California State Standards and are subjected to on-going and final 
assessments.   

Below is an outline of the instructional process used at SELS.  Note that this is a simplified representation of the 
Expedition, and while the process is not as clearly defined as made to look here, the basic outline is accurate. 

Key terms/vocabulary (marked with *) in outline:

-  Assessment:
-  Summative: assessment OF learning; the individual or small group assignments marked by the 
instructor; used to evaluate whether learning targets have been met

-   Formative: assessment FOR learning; on-going evaluations/observations by instructor to assess class 
and individual progress; used to differentiate, adjust instruction and/or learning targets

-  Guiding Question(s): the overarching question(s) which frame and direct the Expedition

-  Products: culminating pieces of work resulting from either projects or entire expedition; must be presented to 
audience; often includes service to community

-  Projects: investigations of topics within a case study; 

-  Learning Targets: goals set by instructor to guide teaching and learning process; developed in conjunction 
with curriculum standards
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Structural Outline of Expeditionary Learning Processes

STRUCTURE EXPLANATION ASSESSMENT*

         EXPEDITION Semester-based interdisciplinary unit of study Culminating product*
- Guiding Question(s)*

Case Study Case Study Focused investigations Summative*: individual/small group 
- One to several per Expedition assignments
- Includes projects* Classroom-based product(s)

LT LT LT LT Long-range learning targets* Summative: individual/small group
- Several per case study assignments

ST  ST ST  ST ST  ST ST  ST  Short-range learning targets Summative: individual/small group 
- Several per long-range target assignments

Formative*: on-going teacher 
observations to inform teaching/leaning

          DTs Daily learning targets Summative: individual/small group
-  math, language arts lessons -    Daily instruction supporting STs  assignments
-  topic explorations & activities -    Many per short-range target Formative: on-going teacher 
-  science / social studies lessons observations to inform teaching/leaning

Crew
One of the foundational mottos for Expeditionary Learning is: “We are crew, not passengers.”  In adhering to 
this motto, “crew” will be used to reference both individual classrooms and the entire school community.  We 
will strive to instill a sense of responsibility, participation, and cooperation among individuals, the student body, 
the school community, and the greater Truckee community.  This motto represents our commitment to inclusion 
and action in the service of self and others.

Character Traits
In our commitment to character and community building, we will focus on six character traits, using the 
acronym “SIERRA.”  These traits (explained in detail later) will be a foundational piece of our school culture.

S. – Strength
I. –  Integrity
E. – Empathy
R. – Respect 
R. – Responsibility
A. – Adventure 
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SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONAL DETAILS

Room Assignments and email addresses

Office  M-3 David Manahan, Director dmanahan@truckeecharterschool.org
Instructional Guide M-3 Adam Krusi-Thom akrusi-thom@truckeecharterschool.org
Support Teacher M-3 Denise Strecker dstrecker@truckeecharterschool.org
ELD Specialist M-3 Dana Seaborg dseaborg@truckeecharterschool.org
Spanish Teacher M-3 Rubi Sanchez rsanchez@truckeecharterschool.org
PE Teacher M-3 Alexis Prochko aprochko@truckeecharterschool.org

K M-7 Elizabeth Bell ebell@truckeecharterschool.org
1 M-6 Maya Holguin mholguin@truckeecharterschool.org
2/3 M-5 Diane Welch dwelch@truckeecharterschool.org
4/5 M-4 Julie Brisbin jbrisbin@truckeecharterschool.org
6 M-8 Reenie McMains rmcmains@truckeecharterschool.org

SPED Specialist M-2 Sue Shimmon sshimmon@ttusd.org
Resource Room M-2 K After-school care, winter cafeteria, enrichment, math

Phone Information
SELS office: 530-448-8115 (phone) Teachers can be reached by calling the SELS office

530-448-8223 (fax) or through email
Director’s phone: 530-414-5326

Methods of Communication
We strive to keep open lines of communication for all of SELS community.  We encourage parents/guardians to 
talk frequently with the teachers and Director, and to participate as “crew, not passengers” by volunteering in 
the classroom, for school-related needs, and on field excursions. Besides these direct interactions, please feel 
free to call or email, to also check the website (www.truckeecharterschool.org) for updated news and 
information, and to look for other ways to get involved in our school community.  Classroom and all-school 
emails will provide most information, though occasional robo-calls will be used.

Schedule and Office Hours
Due to TTUSD transportation times, the daily schedule is as follows:

Office hours: 8:00 am – 4:00 pm
Kindergarten: 9:15 am – 1:25 pm
First-Fifth Grades: 9:15 am – 3:25 pm
Sixth Graders: 7:30 am – 2:15 pm

Campus supervision will begin at 8:45 am for K-5 and 7:15 am for 6th graders.  Students are not allowed on 
campus before this time.  No afternoon supervision is provided; all elementary students should be off campus 
by approximately 3:30 pm and all middle school students by 2:30.

Minimum day release will be at 1 pm for all elementary grades and 11:45 am for 6th graders.  SELS’ yearly 
calendar follows TTUSD.  Please see website (www.truckeecharterschool.org) for full calendar. 
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Event Calendar
− Sept 15 : Back to School Night
− Sept 19 : School pictures
− Oct 31 : Costumed Walk-a-thon (Bear Walk)
− Dec 2 : Gratitude Dinner
− Dec 15 : Celebration of Learning
− Feb 14 : Celebrating Friends
− June 7 : Celebration of Learning / BBQ
− June 14 : Passages Ceremony
− June 15 : Last day of School: games, fun 

Attendance 
Consistently being at school is vital to students’ participation in the entirety of the learning experience.  Every 
day we are teaching and learning new ideas, developing school character and culture, and enhancing our 
relationships.  We believe it extremely important for students to be at school everyday.

Additionally, California public education funding is directly tied to student attendance.  Each day a student is 
not in his/her seat, schools lose a proportion of their funding, whether the absence is excused or not.  So from a 
budgetary standpoint, the entire school is impacted by individual student absences.

That said, we also realize students are sometimes sick, families take vacations, or circumstances arise 
preventing attendance.  In these cases, we ask that you immediately contact the school (530-448-8115) so that 
our teachers are informed and that we may be able to work out short-term independent study. If you know of a 
prolonged absence, please let us know as soon as possible so we can accommodate the student’s learning needs 
and set up long-term independent study.  In general, please try to minimize student absences.

All late arrivals and early departures must check in or out through the office, and must be accompanied by a 
note or the parent/guardian.  If possible, please call ahead as well to let us know.

Drop off and Pick up
Sierra Mountain Community Education Center (SMCEC) is already designed for drop off and pick up.  You are 
welcome to use the circular road area in front of the main doors and gymnasium, or you can turn in sooner and 
drop off in front of the shipping containers.  

Please do not drive directly up to the school campus / gate access, as this may pose a danger to students in the 
area.  TTUSD offices are now located in SMCEC so the area can be quite busy with traffic, particularly in the 
mornings and late afternoon.  If you are coming onto campus, please park in designated areas.

Busing
Nearly all SELS students can be served for both pick up and drop off by TTUSD’s transportation system. 
Please see SELS’ website (www.truckeecharterschool.org) and TTUSD’s website 
(www.ttusd.org/transportation) for specific information on available routes and times.

Emergency / Weather-related Closures
Adverse conditions may require the campus to close or to start late.  SELS will follow the same school closure 
procedures as TTUSD.  Please check radio or television stations, or call 582-2510 or 581-7020 for a recorded 
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message from TTUSD.  We also have an automated call system for notification of emergencies and/or school 
closures/snow days.

Student Dress 
Here at SELS we strive to develop a strong and inclusive school culture.  As part of that culture, we ask 
students to dress with a respect for others and the school community in mind: to be clean and presentable, and 
to give thought to how their clothing choices might affect others.  Creating a culture of excellence requires 
students to make choices about many things; we hope to promote wise and respectful decision-making by 
encouraging appropriate dress choices.  Since clothing can be a distraction, we ask that parents/guardians help 
instill in your children the value of education and the respectfulness of dressing to honor that value.  Please 
reference the following guide for appropriate dress:

- All clothing should be clean, neat, and free from holes

- Shorts and tank tops should have respectful inseams (below bottom of hands) and straps (at least 3 
fingers wide)

- Clothing should cover mid-sections of body; pants/shorts and tops should overlap

- All undergarments should be covered

- Any displayed language/advertising should be positive, inclusive, and small

- Hats are worn outside only

- Clothing is comfortable fitting; overly baggy pants and tops are not safe for physical activity

- Footwear needs to be appropriate to the conditions; flip flops are not allowed 

If for any reason student dress choices are deemed inappropriate by staff, measures will be taken to both 
educate the student and to ensure no (or minimal) distractions to other students occur.  Due to the rapid changes 
in “styles,” staff may update or change student dress preferences throughout the year.  Any changes would be 
clearly communicated to students and parents/guardians.

As a winter climate, students must be dressed adequately for the potentially severe conditions.  We require that 
students have snow boots, snow pants and jackets, hats, and gloves for outside play during the winter months. 

Homework 
Homework will be assigned daily or in weekly blocks.  The activities and lessons are designed to reinforce daily 
learning targets and develop skill sets.  Without doing the homework for them, please help your children 
develop timely and effective study habits to accomplish the necessary requirements.  Some helpful guidelines:

- Provide a quiet, well-lighted place away from TV and other distractions for your child to do 
homework

- Help your child prioritize time so homework, other activities, and play/family time are all included
- Take an active interest in your child’s school: ask questions about curriculum, visit/volunteer, be 

encouraging and patient
- Make sure your child has sufficient rest and proper diet (including snacks for recess)
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Campus Technology Use
All students are expected to handle school equipment with care and respect.  Technology provides important 
educational tools, yet also requires some oversight.  Strong software filters and teacher/parent supervision will 
be in place during Internet use.  All student technology (cell phones, MP3s, I-pods, etc.) must be turned off 
while on campus and use is not allowed except with staff permission.  Inappropriate use or handling of 
technology equipment while on campus or field excursions may elicit disciplinary action.

Medical Needs
Medical care on campus is limited.  We can administer to simple cuts, bruises, and illness, but are not equipped 
for moderate or serious medical conditions.  If your child is sick or injured, please let us know.  Administer 
medications at home when possible; when not, discuss with staff – students are not allowed to bring 
medications on campus (with the exception of inhalers).  SELS does not have a nurse on site, but the Fire 
Station is around the corner in case of emergencies. We must have current emergency contact information!  In 
the event of an emergency and no one can be reached, staff reserve the right to make the decision regarding the 
welfare of the child.  Please keep us informed so we can try to meet all student medical needs.  

Lunch and Snacks
SELS is associated with the TTUSD sack lunch program.  These lunches are ordered  daily and will be invoiced 
by TTUSD.  Since hunger is a serious impediment to learning, students should also have sufficient snacks for 
the day.  Students are also able to order snacks from TTUSD if they forgot theirs.  Free/Reduced lunch qualified 
students can receive free lunches and snacks if ordered.

Lunch will be outside in nice conditions, in M-2 during inclement weather.

School Visitors
All visitors are required to check in and out at the office (M-3) during school hours (7:30 am – 3:20 pm).  

Volunteering
One of SELS’ missions is to embed the school into the community.  To accomplish this, we need 
parents/guardians and other community members to become actively involved in our program.  Our most 
successful program will be developed through the assistance and ideas of our entire school community. 
Depending on your availability, skills, talents, and interests, there are many ways in which to help:

- Administrative: data entry, attendance, copying/printing/gathering/making instructional materials
- Classroom: tutoring, reading groups, activity centers
- Fieldwork trips: driving, chaperoning, preparation (making phone calls, gathering materials)
- School Day: yard duty/supervision, watering plants, picking up/tracking equipment
- “Experts”: give presentations (local issues/topics, craft skills, etc.) at school or in field/work place
- PTC: get involved and help with events, fundraising, and more
- New ideas? We are always open to suggestions

All volunteers should have a current TB card; if not, you can be tested at the Nevada County Public Health 
Clinic (at the courthouse) for $15.  Please call 582-7814 if questions – no appointment needed, but testing only 
on Mondays with a return check on Wednesdays or Thursdays.  All non-parent volunteers must be fingerprinted 
and have DOJ and FBI background checks; please talk to SELS administration about this process.
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Character Traits and Student Discipline
Our disciplinary objective is to help students develop a positive attitude towards self-awareness and control, and 
to better understand what constitutes socially acceptable behavior and how their actions impact others.  Since 
character education is a fundamental component of SELS, we will continually be addressing behaviors and 
actions through the teaching and learning of school-wide character traits, spelled out with the acronym 
SIERRA.

S. – Strength: possessing an inner reservoir of confidence provides students with the power to make decisions, 
to persevere, and to do what they know is the correct choice and/or action, if not always the 
popular one.

I. – Integrity: maintaining congruence between your values, actions, and words is vital to developing trusting 
relationships.  

E. – Empathy: having an understanding of others’ feelings, abilities, and situations helps students better 
comprehend why people are acting or responding as they are.  This understanding can help 
develop avenues of compassion, responsibility, and service.

R. – Respect:: treating people well demonstrates knowledge of and appreciation for the rights of others, proper 
social conventions, and a willingness to participate in creating a culture built on safety and trust.

R. – Responsibility: developing the internal mechanisms that externally honor SELS’ values and culture is 
crucial to creating a civil and well-functioning school community.

A. – Adventure: understanding that risk taking is an important aspect to development and growth, and that 
the ability to confront personal boundaries (whether academically, physically, or 
emotionally) opens many avenues for student development.

We will be using the acronym SIERRA as both a teaching and learning tool and as a reminder of the cultural 
qualities to which we strive.  We ask parents/guardians to help develop these qualities in their children, and 
when volunteering in school activities to help all students in the community learn and honor the values we 
believe are important to developing a vibrant school culture.

The list below provides examples of these character traits in action; we ask that the entire SELS community 
practice these for good role modeling and community building:   

- Takes risks but does not endanger self and others
- Tries different approaches and solutions before giving up
- Stands up for beliefs
- Accepts constructive criticism
- Pitches in without measuring contribution against that of others
- Works toward personal bests
- Respects the space and belongings of others
- Takes care of the environment and community
- Concentrates on being on time
- Accepts consequences for actions
- Listens to and speaks kindly to others
- Looks for ways to include and help others
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- Makes eye contact and greets others by name
- Celebrates differences

All students have the right to learn in an atmosphere that is safe, conducive to learning, and free from 
disruptions.  SELS will not tolerate behaviors which injure or harm others, whether that be physically, socially, 
or emotionally.  When student actions do not meet the standards set by SIERRA, a four-step disciplinary 
protocol will be followed:

1. Teaching – students will be engaged in discussions about behaviors, and the incident is reviewed: What 
did they do? How did this affect those involved? What could they have done differently? How might 
this have changed the outcome?

2. Removal – if unable to calm down, or if warranted by the nature of offense, students will be moved to 
another location away from problem location.

3. Teacher/Director Conference – students whose inappropriate behavior continues or when the offense is 
serious will talk with either/both the teacher and the director.  This conference will work towards 
developing a plan of action (either informally or formally) to address the behavioral issues.   If 
warranted, parents will be notified. 

4. Teacher/Director/Parent Conference – when step 3 is ineffective or when the initial offense is serious 
enough, a meeting of all involved parties will occur.  The required parental support in addressing the 
behavioral issues will be outlined, and either a formal or informal plan of action will be developed.

Initial behavioral issues will be resolved through student-teacher discussion.  When warranted, students  may 
receive Office Referrals where they speak with the Director.  As needed, behavioral files will be kept on 
offending students and parent conferences arranged if Office Referrals are a pattern.

We believe teaching, learning, and personal growth occur best in safe and supportive environments.   Our entire 
community will work diligently to bring that about.  We ask for your commitment to this same goal.  In cases of 
extreme offense or when Step 4 is repeatedly ineffective, students may be suspended and/or expelled.  While we 
do not have a Zero Tolerance policy and all cases are assessed individually, the below list represents offenses 
which may result in immediate suspension and/or expulsion:

− Intended, attempted, and/or actual physical or emotional violence, including bullying, intimidation, 
verbal abuse, unwarranted touching, threats, and harassment

− Possession, selling, and/or arranging to obtain alcohol, tobacco, or any other drug considered illegal for 
those under 18 years of age

− Possession of firearms or weapons, including pocket knives

− Committing or attempting to commit theft or damage

− Possession of or attempting to possess stolen goods

Emergency Drills
Emergency drills will be conducted throughout the school year.  All students are expected to listen to 
instructions, to follow established protocols, and to conduct themselves in a most professional manner. 
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Fieldwork Trips / Excursions
At various times throughout the year, students will be leaving school grounds as part of their curriculum.  These 
trips are considered fieldwork; students will be actively connecting the excursions to their learning, and will be 
a key component of grounding the curriculum in relevant and local/regional places and/or events.

Each excursion requires a signed permission form; please make sure these are promptly returned or your child 
may not be able to participate.  Volunteers will be regularly needed as drivers and chaperones; please help out, 
as these can be fun and educational for parents/guardians as well.  All drivers will need to fill out proof of 
insurance forms and have their driver’s license on record prior to excursions.  

In order to ensure the most positive fieldwork experiences, please follow these guidelines:

- Volunteers must be on time and prepared for the trip requirements/conditions
- Appropriate behavior and good role-modeling is a must
- Everyone, including volunteers, must follow the lead of either the teacher, guide, or expert
- Respect the site/facilities rules and guidelines
- Dress appropriately: proper clothing, winter wear (if applicable), and shoes
- Remember that you are acting as a representative of the SELS community

At times, small fees may be assessed to help cover costs.

Wellness Policy
In order to create a more rigorous teaching and learning environment, and to promote better health
and inclusion, we will follow the Wellness Policy established by TTUSD. Research indicates that
healthier bodies, minds, emotions, and environments lead to more positive school and life learning
and experiences. SELS fully supports all avenues for increasing student success, and below we
summarize the main points of our Wellness Policy:

- Food will not be used as reward or punishment

- Junk foods (candy, soda, chips, gum, etc.) are not allowed for snacks or lunches

- We celebrate people, communities, and learning, not holidays

- Students will be recognized on their birthdays, though no junk foods are allowed for these

celebrations

- All students will participate daily in physical education and exercise

Please see the TTUSD website for the full policy:
http://images.pcmac.org/Uploads/TahoeTruckee/TahoeTruckee/Divisions/PagesLev
el1/Documents/wellness-en_2.pdf.

Tobacco Free School
SELS promotes a tobacco free environment.  No smoking is permitted on or near campus grounds or on 
fieldwork trips.
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AGREEMENT CONTRACT

Please thoroughly read and go over with your child.  Sign and return to teachers or office by September 9.

I have read, understand, and agree to follow to the best of my ability the guidelines set forth in the Sierra 
Expeditionary Learning School handbook.

Date: ____________________ ___________________________________________
Student signature

Date: ____________________ ___________________________________________
Parent/Guardian signature

(if applicable, second parent/guardian)

Date: ____________________ ___________________________________________
Parent/Guardian signature
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